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ATIN: Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

PLANT HATCH - UNITS 1, 2
NRC DOCKET 50-321, 50-3f6

OPERATING LICENSES DPR 8)7, NPi-5
LICENSEE EVENT kUCRT

SFTPOINT drift CAUSES AN UNPLANNE0
111GINEERED SAFETY FEATURE SYSTEM ASLUATION

Gentlemen:

In accordance with the regarements of 10 CFR 'io.73(a)(2)(iv), Georgia
Power Company is submitting the enclosed Licensee Event Report (LER)
concerning. an unplanned engineered safety feature system actuation caused
by setpoint drift. This event occurred at Plant Hatch - Units 1 and 2.

Should you have any questions in this regard, please contact this
office.

Sincerely,

' ' 0' .

J. 1. Beckham, Jr.

MCM/cr

Enclosure: LFR 50-321/1992-020

cc: (See next page.)
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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Connaission
July 27, 1992
Pags Two

cc: 01praia Ppxer,Comany
Mr. H. L. Sumner, General Manager - Nuclear Plant
NORMS

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Washinaton. D.C.
Mr. K. Jabbour, licensing Project Manager - Hatch

U.S. Nucl u r Reaulatory Commission. Reaion Il
Mr. S. D. Ebneter, Regional Administrator
Mr. L. D. Wert, Senior Resident inspector - Hatch
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-* - LICENSEE EVENT REPORT (LET() !

l
F Auu i t hAmt p) caat i humbik vi n - o)

Pl#TT 1%TQl, UNIT 1 05000321 1 g,|4
IITLE (4)-
: SCTPOINT DRIFT CAUSES AN UNPIANNED ENGINEERED SAFITi FEN 111RE SYSTf24 ACTUATION

Evihl-DATE (5)- LER-hUMBER (6) REPORT DAIli (/) OTHER F AClllllES lhVOLVED (8)
~

MONTH DAY VEAR VEAR SEQ huh REV MONTH -DAV YEAR FACILITY hAME5 DOCAET hbMBER(5)
*E ' PIAVf liATCH UNIT 2 05000366

07' 30 92 9'2 0'2 0 00 07 27- 92 05000

-OPuAT M 15 SusMl;IED FUR 50AN ] THE REQulREMENT5 0F.10 CFR (11)IHIS nEP)RI
MOSE (9) 1 20.402(b) 20.405(t) ^ 50.73(a)(2)(iv) 73.7)(b)

20.405(a)(1)(1) 50.36(c/(1) 50.73(a)(2)(v) 73.71(c)P{UERL VEL 100 -

2".405(a)(1)(it) _ 50.36(t)(2)
_ 50.73(a)(2)(vit)

_
OTHER (Sper:lfy in

20.40$fa)(1)(tit)_ _ 50.73(AJf2)(1) _ 50.73(a)(2)(vtti)(A) Abstract below)
20.405(a)(1)(tv) 50.73.a)(2)(11)
20.405(a)(1)g)

~

%.73t a)(2)( t i t )
~ 50.73(a)(2)(vtit)(B)

50.73(a)(2)(x)
LICE %tNIACT FOR THIS LER (li)

~

NAME IELEPHONE kUMBER

\REA CODi

STINFN B.-L TIPPS, MANAGER NUCIIAR SAFELY ANT COMPLIANCE, HATCH 912 367-7851

{ COMPLE1E ONE LlhE FOR LACH F AILURE DESCRIBED lh THI5 REPORI (13)

MAUbAC- RjP T CAUSE 5YSTEM COMPONENT MANVFAC- RP TCAUSE SYSTEM COMPONENT
T N RDS tup

SUPPLEMENThL REPORT EXPECTED (14? MONTH DAV YEAR

SUBMIS$10N
YES(!f. yes. cornplete EXPECTED SUBMIS$10N' DATE) ~k"] NO DATE (15)

A h. ACT (16)

On 7/10/92 at 1945 CDT, Unit 1 and Unit 2 were in the kun mode at a power level
of 2436 CMWTf(IL0%' rated' thermal power). At that time, the Main Control Room
Environmental- Centrol (MCREC) system automatically transferred to the
pressurizatip . mode when Control Room Air Intake Radiation Monitor lZ41-R615B

,

tripped. Operat. ions personnel investigating this event found monitor _1Z41-R615B
to be' rending between 0.5Jand .0.6 millirem / hour which is normal . The monitor's

. nominal trip _setpoint is G.9 millirem / hour. They reset the monitor. . Controln
*

Room Air Intake Radiation Monitor 1Z41-R615A also was found to be reading normal
L -levels of radiation- The MCREC system was returned ta the normal operating -

.

@ mode, Health Physics personnel checked the air intake filter, but did not
identify any condition which would have caused the monitor to trip. Instrument

,,

!= q and Control personnel checked monitor 1241-R615B on 7/11/92 and found that the
| trip setpoint had decreased tu.0.75 millirem / hour. The setpoint was adjusted' to'

the required value of 0.9.milliRen/ hour. -

|L The cause of this event was instrument setpoint drift. 'The trip setpo nt for-
-

Q monitor 1241-R6158 had decreased to the : point where normal va: * ations in the
| sensed air intake; radiation levels caused it to trip and transfer the MCREC

'

L system'to_the pressurization mode per design. A review of past setpoint checks
for thfa monitor did not reveal a pattern of setpoint drift; therefore. Lt is
concluded - that thisi ts an isolated event,

lf . Corrective ac:lons included verifying there was no valid cause for the high
~

radiation trip, resetting the monitor, returning the MCREC system to normal
,

Toperation, and ' adjusting the ' monitor's trip setpoint.
h m; I
L
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LICENSEE EVENT REPORT (LER)'

TEXT CONTINUA' LION' -

FAtlL11Y NAME (1) DOCKET NUMBER (?) LER HUMBER (S) PAGE (3)
VEAR SEQ hbM REV_

.

riAKr llATOI, UNIT 1 05000321 92 020 00 2 DF 4
IEXT

!

PLANT AND SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION

General Electric - Boiling Water Reactor
Energy inductry Identification System codes are identified in the text as (EIIS

Code XX).

DESCRIPTION OF EVENT

'

On 7/10/92 at 1945 CDT, Unit 1 and Unit 2 were in the Run mode at a power leve!
of 2436 CMWT (100% rated therms' power). At that time, the Main Control Room
Environmental Control (MCREC, lode VI) system automatically transferred to.

the pressurization mode when 'uo' . Room Air Intake Radiation Monitor (EIIS
,aji radiation. Operations personnelCode VI) 1Z41-R/15B t*ipped -

investigating this e ent found radiation monitor 17.41-R615B to be reading
between 0,5 milliRe n/ hour and 0.6 millirem / hour which is normal. The monitor's
nominal trip setpoint is 0,9 millirem / hour. The monitor was reset. Control
Room Air Intake Radiation Monitor 1Z41-R61'A. also was found to be reading normal
levels'of radiation. As a result, the MChu0 system was returned to the normal
operating mode,

llealth Physics personnel checked the air intake ventilation filter, but did not
identify any condition which would have caused radiation monitor lZ41-R615B to
trip.

Instrument and Control (1&C) personnel checked radiation monitor 1Z41-R615B on
7/11/92 per procedure 57SV-241-001-1S, " Control Room Intake Radiation Monitor
FT." The trip setpoint had drifted to 0.75 millirem / hour and was returned to
its procedurally required value of 0.9 millirem / hour. I6C personnel checked the
monitor again on 7/13/92 and found the trip setpoint still at 0.9 mil 11 Rem / hour.

_

CAUSE OF EVENT

The cause of this event was instrument setpoint drift The trip setpoint for
radiation raonitor lZ41-R615B had drifted such : hat normal variations in the
sensed air intake radiation levels caused it to tr' end transfer the MCREC
system to the pressurization modo per design.

A review of past monthly trip setpoint checks performed per procedure
-57SV-Z41 001-1S for this monitor did not reveal a pattern of setpoint drift.
Data taken since March 1991 showed little setpoint drift, the most being 0.07
millirem / hour in June 1991, and none since July 1991. Since a problem in the
power supply could lead to a decrease in the radiation monitor's trip setpoint,
a review of the maintenance history for the power supply for radiation monitor
lZ41-R615E 'a performed and showed that no prcblems have been experienced with
the power .pply in the last seven years. Furthermore, a problem with the power
supply probably would have caused another decrease in the setpoint by 7/13/92
when the monitor was checked again. As stated abovo, no decrease was

identified. Therefore, it is concluded-that this is an isolated event.
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LICENSEE EVENT REPORT (LER)-

TEXT CONTXNUATION* *

TAtlllTY NAME (1) DOCKET NUMBER (2) LER NUMBER (5) PAGE (3)
VEAR SEQ'TvM REV ,.

PIANT HATQl, UNIT 1 05000321 92 020 00 3 0F 4

ilk 1

REPORTABILITY ANALYSIS AN': SAFETY ASSESSMENT

This report is required per 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(iv) because an unplanned
actuation of an Engineered Safety Feature cystem occurred. Specifically, the
MCREC system automatically transferred from the normal to the pressurization
mdn . This was caused per design by a high radiation trip from Control Room Air

+take Radiation Monitor 1Z41 R615B.

The MCREC system is designed to ensure habitability of the Unit 1 and Unit 2
Main Control Room (EIIS Code NA) following a Loss of Coolant Accident, a Fuel
Handling tecident, a Main Steam Line Break Accident, or a Control Rod Drop

~

Accident. Specifically, the MCREC system enters the pre surization mode of
operation in response to a Loss of Coolant Accident sigtml froh. Unit 1 or
Unit 2, a Refueling Floor high radiation signal from Unit 1 or Unit 2, a Main
Steam Line high flow signal from Unit 1 or Unit 2, a Main Stean Line high
radiation signal from Unit 1 or Unit 2, or a Main Control Room air intake high
radiation signal. The pressurizativ.. mode pressurizes the Main Control Room
thereby prennting in'.eakage of gaseous radioactive material and keeping doses
to Main Control Room personnel to within 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, limits.

In the event described in this report, the MCREC system entered the
prercurization mode when Control Room Air Intake Radiction Monitor 1241-R615B
tripped on high radiation. No accident or radiow tive gas release had occurred
to cause the high radi ation signal, lioweve r , the system responded as designed
and would have functioned properly to protect personnel in the Main Control Room
had an actual releese of radioactive gas occurred,

Based on the above, it is concluded that this event had no adverse impact on
nuclear safety. 'This analysis is applicable to all operating conditions.

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

operations personnel verified that there was no valid cause for the high
radiation trip. The monitor was reset and the MCREC system was returned to
normal operation.

I6C personnel t'ound the trip setpoint for radiation monitor '241-R615B had
dri f ted tn 0.75 millirem / hour. The setpoint was adjrsted to its procedurally
required value of 0.9 mill 1 Rem / hour and checked two days later to ensure it had
not drifted again. .

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

No systems other then the MCREC system were affected by this event.

No failed components caused or resulted from this event.

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ - _ ____
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. TEXT-CONTINUATION'(LER)'

rLICENSEE EVENT REPORT
'' o * - '

rKCILITY NAME-(1) DOCKET NUMBER (2) LER NUMBER (5) PAGE (3)
YEAR SEQ hum REV*

!- PIANT llATCil, IRUT 1 .05000321 92 020 00 4 0F 4
_ If Al-

'

. Previous similar events in the_last two years in which unplanne1 actua*. ions of '''
t the 11CREC system occurred were reported' in the following Licensee Event Reports:

.

$ . 50-321/1991-003, dated 3/8/91,
- 50-321/1991 020, dated 11/1/91,-
50 321/1991-028, dated 12/16/91,

_

50-321/1991-030,_ dated 12/23/91,
50-321/1992+001,: dated 2/6/92,

' 50 366/1990-009, dated 11/16/90,
'50-366/1990 012 dated 12/26/90, ,

. 50-366/1991-003, dated 3/8/91," '

50 366/1991-006,-dated 4/12/91,
50-366/1991 013, dated 5/15/91.

t

! Corrective actions for these previous- events would not. have prevented this event
because, except for - two events, they were the result .of dit :arent causes. Two- >

of:the events did involve setpoint drift; however, different instruments were
involved -and the cause of *he setpoint drift in both cases was determined to be-

.a bad power supply,-:There ie no evidence to indicate that the-decrease in the
tr1p: setpoint- of'. radiation-monitor _1Z41-Rfil5B was caused by a problem with _its
powerfsupply; + Therefore,' correct.tve actions for th se two events could not have
: prevented this event;

_
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